March 8, 2019 | פרשת פקודי | א' אדר ב' תשע''ט
בס‘‘ד

MARCH 9
Set clocks ahead one hour

• • • • • •
MARCH 10
This Sunday!
HAC Scholarship Tribute Dinner
at Landerhaven
Reception at 5:00 p.m.
Dinner at 6:00 p.m.
Looking forward to greeting you!

• • • • • •
MARCH 11
Professional Day
Boys Divisions Only
Regular Minyanim
10:30 a.m. Dismissal
(no school for Girls or Pre-School)

Yavne Production
at 7:30 p.m. at Yavne H.S.

• • • • • •
MARCH 20
Taanis Esther
Main Campus 2:00 Dismissal
Kindergarten 1:50 Dismissal
Jr. High 1:30 Dismissal
Yavne 2:05 Dismissal

Shortly after the passing of Rabbi Avrohom Chaim Levin, zt”l, Rosh Yeshiva, Telshe YeshivaChicago, his family came across a binder replete with the Rosh Yeshiva’s personal reflections
documenting scores of Hashgacha Pratis, Divine Providence, encounters which he experienced
throughout his accomplished life. In one entry, he penned that, as Rosh Hanhala of Telshe
Cleveland, he needed to spend time in Cleveland but was detered for weeks due to multiple
responsibilities. He finally succeeded to visit Cleveland and, while there, was informed of the
funeral of my father zt”l to be held the next morning. Rabbi Levin duly noted the hashgacha of
his presence in Cleveland on that particular day and the “opportunity to participate in the levaya
of Rabbi Nochum Zev Dessler who helped establish Telshe Yeshiva in Cleveland in 1941”. (Rabbi
Levin was actually one of the maspidim but, in his signature humility, he omitted that fact in his
diary).
That his family knew nothing of the practice nor the diary is remarkable. His reflections were
private; a means to strengthen his personal relationship with his Creator. (Perhaps it is even
more remarkable in light of modern society’s redefined definition of information sharing – which
robs its inhabitants of time-honored privacy and dignity. The intrusion of social media, for
example, into the lives of perfectly rational people encourages them to share the most intimate
aspects of their lives, from random to ridiculous. If people would only pause and reflect upon
their impulsive and impetuous posts and the fact that its life exceeds that of their own lives they
would never allow it to consume their lives. Never. Isn’t it time to reevaluate our relationship
with technology?)
Rabbi Levin taught us that life is about meaning and, for the committed Jew, it is about
recognizing the Almighty’s constant Presence in our lives and the personal growth process which
sprouts forth from that recognition. Rabbi Levin did not need to share his Providential
experiences – even with his family – because it was never about him; it was about the Ribono
Shel Olam.
Commemorating the first yahrzeit of Rabbi Hirsch Levinson, zt”l, his father-in-law, the saintly
Chofetz Chaim, zt”l quoted the pesukim in Parshas Pikudei: Vayakem Moshe es hamishkan…
kaasher tziva Hashem es Moshe, Moshe erected the Tabernacle… as Hashem commanded
Moshe (40,18-19). “ Why does it refer to Moshe twice when the Torah could have stated that
Moshe erected the Mishkan as he was commanded”?, asked the Chofetz Chaim. The Sage
explained that Moshe had no sense of self, so there was no “him”. Rather, the focus is that
there was an individual named Moshe, whose every deed was in accordance with the Divine
commandments. The Chofetz Chaim expressed that his son-in-law, Rav Hirsch, emulated that
virtue; he, too, had no sense of self.
Such humility is a rarified attribute found among spiritual greats, paradigms of virtue, whom we
should strive to emulate. It is never about us. It is about our personal mission in life, our
individual place in the Almighty’s world, and our rightful place in Jewish history.
Chazak chazak v’nischazek. Have a wonderful Shabbos!
N.Y. prices with Midwest service only at Plaza Auto Leasing! Call Will Evans at 216-707-9000
or email williame@plazaautoleasing.com for your next vehicle!

The scene in the school dining room this past Motzei Shabbos was something to
behold. A real sense of achdus and simcha permeated the room for the annual Yeshiva
Ketana Melave Malka. As the boys in grades 3-6 and their Rabbeim excitedly greeted
each other and enjoyed pizza and freshly made fries, Rabbi Shmuel Yaakov Mann
played the keyboard while the sixth grade led a beautiful kumzitz. The excitement
mounted with a spirited game of Bingo, in which five boys emerge with the winning game boards. The night concluded
with ices and a true Adar feeling as the fathers joined us for fifteen minutes of leibideke dancing. As one boy summed up
the general feeling afterwards, “Thank you so much for arranging this fantastic Melave Malka. I had a really awesome time
with all of my friends.” Thank you so much to all the boys who helped set up and clean
up afterwards. A special mention to Rabbi Mann and Rabbi Matitia for all that they did
to make this event the success that it was.
On Sunday, grades 1 and 2 used the last period of school to get in the Adar spirit with
an exciting game of Bingo. It was an extremely enjoyable, yet, competitive
atmosphere, with frequent breaks where everyone joined in to sing Purim songs. The
fun concluded with ices and a great show of sportsmanship as they congratulated the
four winners.
Also this week, Rabbi Morris’s fourth grade talmidim had their first Sukkah Fair in
conjunction with learning Meseches Sukkah in Mishnayos. The boys came to school
and displayed creative Sukkos followed by a mini brunch with their fathers. Thank you to Rabbi Morris for this beautiful
way of inculcating the learning for the boys.
Nachas from the Yeshiva Ketana
Yeshaya Dunoff, (Grade 1) practiced the mitzvah of hashavas aveida and brought a dollar bill he found, to the office.
After hearing the news of a sick relative, Yehoshua Gutman (Grade 2) together with his brother, Yosef (Grade 1)
immediately sat down and recited Tehillim. Meir Simcha Burgess, Eliyahu Cohen, Dovid Aryeh Stelzer and Binyomin Stern
(Grade 3) ran to clean up a large spill on the lunchroom floor. Shlomo Diamond, Menachem Evenchik, Shaya Mann and
Mordechai Tolchinsky (Grade 4) warmly received and included a new student in their general studies class. Chaim Tzvi
Levitansky (Grade 5) came early one morning and set up all the chairs for the Shacharis davening without being asked.

We are proud of the many talmidim who are finishing their extra Mishnayos learned l’zecher nishmas Mr. Mendy Klein,
ז“ל. These boys will be recognized in school and the siyum will be conducted at the Academy Dinner this Sunday evening.
Happenings in Humanities with Ms. Smith
In 7th grade humanities, students are exploring different battles throughout history, while learning about architecture,
philosophy, and art. Students will be working on a formal presentation to teach us about the military structure they've
developed based on all the data they've collected over the unit.
Students will continue to use computer software to acquire grammar and writing skills. We've also incorporated daily
journaling to enhance students' ability to generate, organize, and communicate their thoughts. Feedback has been
positive as student are provided with a prompt, but are allowed to write about whatever they want. Multiple students
have created ongoing short stories that aren't so short anymore.

|

|

In 8th grade humanities, students are completing a Civics unit that explores our government structure and constitution.
Through Supreme Court cases, students will apply what they've learned to analyze historical outcomes. When the unit
concludes, the students have decided to explore the history of cars -- through an American History lens of course. This
will allow us to examine topics including the socioeconomic impact of vehicles, the industrial revolution, and
suburbanization. Students are working to improve their grammar and academic writing skills using computer software.

The first grade girls in Morah Kleinberg’s class can already identify zachar,
nekeiva, rabbim and rabbos words! This week
they dressed up as boys or girls, in groups
and alone and
demonstrated their
knowledge when their Morah held up
different words.
Mazel tov to our first grader Shifrah Feldman
who worked so hard and finished saying the entire Sefer Tehillim! Shifra brought in
special treats and celebrated with her classmates this week while Mrs. Goldbaum
shared a story on the importance of saying Tehillim. May Shifrah be zoche to continue
doing many more mitzvos, we are so proud!

We are Proud of our Yavne Students!
The following is an excerpt of an email sent from a security official to his supervisor at the Jewish Federation of
Cleveland:
“I want to tell you about an encounter I had earlier today during my mobile patrol shift. I was parked near the school
building when my attention was drawn to …. a large gathering of students. When they noticed my vehicle they said “It’s
the Federation Security, thank you for protecting us.” They then came over to me and sincerely thanked me and
proceeded back towards their school. What an awesome experience! I was both humbled and grateful for the
outpouring of support and appreciation. For the first time in my 42 years of Law Enforcement experience I was left
speechless. It made me realize how much we have become a true part of this wonderful community... However, todays
experience is at the top of the list of great encounters. We constantly hear “The children are our future.” Judging from
my experience with the students at Yavne, our future looks GREAT. To the students at Yavne, thanks for the awesome
experience!!!!”
Yavne, thank you for another Kiddush Hashem!

|
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Math with Mrs Reinhardt: Sierpinski triangles!
While Sierpinski has his own mathematical theory, Mrs.
Reinhardt uses it to teach repeated addition of sides.
Four sides to each. It
takes four more to
make a bigger size
and four more to
make another. Then
how many sides
would that be?
Hands on addition…
Nice job girls!

Strong Academics and Good Behavior are always
Recognized The 5th grade boys in Ms. Wolf and Ms.
Uzquiano’s classes have been working hard over the
course of the entire year. The teaching team challenged
the boys with higher academic rigor and stronger
behavioral goals to ensure that learning would be taking
place at a high level.
The
boys
just
completed a major
milestone and were
rewarded with a trip to
celebrate
their
accomplishments. As
one teacher said, “It is
wonderful to see the
boys work hard and
earn a celebration
after investing so
much effort.” Thank
you
also
to
our
chaperone,
Mr.
Naftali
Schwartz. Congratulations to all!

|

Purim Spirit in the Air
Mrs. Chen’s art classes have joined in the spirit of Adar as
we get closer to Purim. The students have really taken art
classes to a new level this year under the caring direction
of Mrs. Chen. Come and see the new mural near the
auditorium!
Mrs. Goldsmith’s 3rd graders
Third graders have achieved a
big milestone as they have
completed their first book
report! The objective of this
report was for the girls to show
understanding of the main idea
of a grade level book and be
able to explain it in their own
words. The girls were given a
chance to showcase their creativity in choosing how they
wanted to present the book to the class: either as a
puppet show, a game related to the book, dressing up as
a character from the story and talking about it in first
person, or writing an additional chapter as if to add on to
the story. The girls were very creative, we had a version
of the Mega Lottery, Pictionary based on The Littles, A
game of Magic Spells, and many other fun presentations.

|

The excitement for the upcoming yom tov of Purim is mounting, as
teachers and children are singing, dancing, working on fun projects
and dressing up in fun costumes to role play the story of the
Megilah.
Please mark the date: Tuesday, March 19. We will have our Purim
Chagigah and would like for the kids to come dressed up to school
on that day.
Registration for our Pre-School is
open. If you have not received a
packet in the mail, please contact
the Pre-School office to request
one. Please note our classes are
filling up quickly and that Ktan-tan
is almost full. Be sure to submit
your registration as soon as
possible.

Stay tuned for our Rosh Chodesh Adar Beis celebration in next week’s
Chadashos.
Last Friday, the kindergarten celebrated Dr. Seuss’s birthday. He has
graced children with so many entertaining, creative books containing
lots of rhymes and imaginative pictures. One of his most popular and
well read books is The Cat in the Hat. All the kindergartners gathered
together, enjoyed seeing all their teachers wearing T-shirts like the cat
in the hat wore, were asked by Mrs. Krash how old Dr. Seuss would be
today and how many books he wrote. Guesses in both categories ranged from 10 to 1000! After they were told the
correct answers, Mrs. Freund read the book to the children who enthusiastically chimed in to finish each page with
rhyming words. When everyone returned to their own classrooms, a surprise awaited each child, a white hat that
looked very much like the one that the cat in the hat wore. The children all colored these hats and enjoyed looking at
each other wearing their creations.
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We are looking forward to greeting a large crowd of parents and friends at the Academy's 76 th Scholarship campaign
dinner, אי‘‘ה, this Sunday evening at Executive Caterers at Landerhaven, located at 6111 Landerhaven Drive in
Mayfield Heights. The event promises to be an inspiring and memorable evening.
The reception is at 5:00 p.m. (please note that there will be an additional mens only reception) and dinner promptly at
6:00. The choir will perform at approximately 6:45 p.m. Choir members brought home a communication with their
schedule.
Valet parking is available, if you wish to use this service. We are looking forward to greeting a capacity crowd!
Raffle Update
Tickets can still be purchased online at www.hac1.org/raffle/ and will also be available for purchase at the Dinner.

Mrs. Nasrin Joseph, Mrs. Rochel Lax, and Rabbi Rachamim Yeganeh on the loss of their father, of Mr. Aziz Yeganeh, ז‘‘ל.

.המקום ינחם אתכם בתוך שאר אבלי ציון וירושלים



Rabbi & Mrs. Sruly Kazen on the engagement of Yehudis to Yosef Coiffman of Miami



Mrs. Chaya Gitty Kohn on the birth of a granddaughter to Pinny & Esti Kohn



Dr. & Mrs. Avi Korn on the birth of a daughter



Dr. & Mrs. Matthew Popper on the birth of a daughter



Mr. & Mrs. Alan Schabes on the birth of a granddaughter to Nussie & Dena Bitterman
Mazel tov to Mr. & Mrs. Herb Schabes.



Dr. & Mrs. Yonatan Spolter on the birth of a daughter

|
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Baila Baum
Idy Denciger

Miriam Diamond
Dena Freedman
Shaini Gofman
Nechama Goldbaum

SENIOR YEAR-BOOK ADS
FULL PAGE: $200
HALF PAGE: $100
QUARTER PAGE: $50
BUSINESS CARD: $25
GREETING: $10

Ads can also be
submitted to:
seniors2019yavne
@gmail.com
** Ads cannot be accepted
without payment**

Tammy Gutman
Julie Greenspan

Adena Hoen

Checks should be made out to: Yavne Seniors.
2475 S. Green Rd. Beachwood, OH 44122

Aliza Keller

Your Name: ________________

Gitty lebovics

Size: ______________________

Bayla Lefkowitz

Ad is for: ___________________

Nechama Mikhli
Tzippy Neuman
Yitty Perman
Devora Schiff
Chani Solomon
Yocheved Toron
Chani Vitebskiy
Pori Weinberg

Sarah Weiss
Dassa Zwick

For more information, please call or text:
Tammy Gutman: (216) 738-9155
Shaini Gofman: (216) 868-5230
Aliza Keller: (216) 905-2414
Nechama Mikhli: (216) 203-3443

Girls Elementary and Yavne High School Meshloach Manos order form
th

Kindergarten

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Morah C.S. Blech
Morah Freund
Morah Kutoff
Morah Auslander

o
o
o
o

Morah Krash
Morah Eiserman
Morah Dessler
Morah Katz
Morah Davis
Morah Modes

Morah Schneider
Morah Post
Morah Moskowitz

o
o
o
o

Morah Levine
Morah Libersohn
Morah Lieberman
Ms. DeOrio
Mrs. Reinhart
Ms. McAfee
Mrs. Walz
Ms. Stern
Mrs. Kutoff
nd

2 grade

o
o
o
o

Mrs. Schneider
Mrs. Stoll
Mrs. Kalplan
Mrs. Starky

Mrs. Hellman
Mrs. Leibman

Mrs. Schabes
Mrs. Yuspeh
Mrs. Stoll

th

o
o
o
o

Mrs. Goldstein
Mrs. Weiss
Mrs. Fink
Mrs. Roberts
th

7 grade

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Miss Nikki Belkin
Mrs. Rena Feigenbaum
Mrs. Nechama Gila Kahn
Mrs. Sefi Katz
Miss Sari Lebovics
Ms. Maggie Lucas
Mrs. Avigayil Mann
Mrs. Tzippy Pentelnik
Mrs. Miriam Rivkin
Mrs. Pessie Saks
Mrs. Kathleen Sauline

Mrs. Brachie Weinberg
Mrs. Dawn Wrench
th

rd

3 grade

o
o
o
o
o
o

Ms. Ausband
Mrs. Plaut
Ms. Schneider
Mrs. Weiss
Mrs. Geberer
Mrs. Goldsmith

8 grade

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Mrs. Channah Appel
Mrs. Elene Feigenbaum
Mrs. Rena Feigenbaum
Mrs. Stacey Fellinger
Mrs. Suri Freedman
Ms. Temima Goldbaum
Mrs. Tsila Greenberg
Mrs. Nechama Gila Kahn
Ms. Katie Less
Ms. Holly Litwin

Mrs. Chavi Meisels
Mrs. Chana Perman
Mrs. Miriam Rivkin
Mrs. Pessie Saks
Mrs. Esti Soffer
Mrs. Rivky Sommers
Rabbi Moshe Stoll
9 grade

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Miss Nikki Belkin
Rabbi Rephael
Davidovich
Mrs. Lisa Dittrich
Mrs. Elene Feigenbaum
Mrs. Adina Forouzan
Mrs. Suri Freedman
Mrs. Tsila Greenberg
Mrs. Nechama Gila Kahn
Mrs. Janet Kanner
Mrs. Miriam Langsner
Ms. Maggie Lucas
Mrs. Avigayil Mann
Mrs. Ruchoma Meisels
Mrs. Pessie Saks
Ms. Gretchen Shapiro
Mrs. Esti Soffer
10 grade

o
o
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

Rabbi Yehuda Cahan
Mrs. Suri Dessler
Mrs. Lisa Dittrich
Mrs. Stacey Fellinger
Mrs. Tsila Greenberg
Miss Devora
Greenberger
Rabbi Yochanan
Greenwald
Mrs. Erin Hudson
Mrs. Janet Kanner
Mrs. Miriam Langsner
Ms. Katie Less

Mrs. Riva Roffman
Mrs. Pessie Saks
Ms. Gretchen Shapiro
Mrs. Shani Wasser
th

11 grade

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Mrs. Chavi Meisels

th

o
o
o
o
o
o

10 grade (cont’d)

Mrs. Kathleen Sauline

th

Ms. Gretchen Shapiro
Rabbi Moshe Stoll

th

8 grade (cont’d)

Mrs. Goldstein
6 grade

1 grade
Morah Kleinberg

Mrs. Ribiat

th

st

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Mrs. Busel

5 grade

Morah Dadusc
Morah Rottenberg

th

4 grade

Rabbi Yehuda Cahan
Mrs. Lisa Dittrich
Mrs. Tsila Greenberg
Rabbi Yochanan
Greenwald
Mrs. Janet Kanner
Mrs. Shoshana Klahr
Mrs. Miriam Langsner
Ms. Eva Lasota
Ms. Katie Less
Ms. Holly Litwin
Mrs. Fayga Nathan
Mrs. Riva Roffman
Mrs. Pessie Saks
Ms. Gretchen Shapiro
Mrs. Sara Steinfeld
Mrs. Dawn Wrench
th

12 grade

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Mrs. Miriam Barkin
Rabbi Yehuda Cahan
Mrs. Lisa Dittrich
Ms. Eva Lasota
Mrs. Ahuva Goldman
Mrs. Tsila Greenberg
Mrs. Amy Greenspan
Rabbi Yochanan
Greenwald
Mrs. Erin Hudson
Mrs. Janet Kanner
Mrs. Miriam Langsner
Ms. Holly Litwin
Mrs. Chavi Meisels
Mrs. Abigail Rozen
Rabbi Yitzchok Sommer
Dr. Walker Todd
Mrs. Shani Wasser
Mrs. Yehudis Weiss

Administration

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Rabbi Simcha Dessler
Mrs. Goldbaum
Mrs. Chaya Gitty Kohn
Mrs. Shani Kohn
Mrs. Lois Mager
Mrs. Neche Moerman
Dr. Schwartz
Mrs. Stelzer
Mrs. Rachel Weinberg
Mrs. Tzipporah Zalasko
Secretaries

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Resource

Mrs. A. Cohen
Mrs. S. Goldberg

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Mrs. Amy Schwartz
Mrs. Travis
Mrs. Weinschneider

Mrs. R. Freedman
Mrs. Galupkin
Mrs. S. Goldsmith
Mrs. A. Koval
Ms. B. Levine
Mrs. D Malcmacher
Bubby Mann
Mrs. C. Meisels
Mrs. Resnick
Ms. S. Schneider
Mrs. M. Schwartz
Mrs. R. Sokol
Mrs. A. Zabludowski

o Ms. Davida Amkraut
o Mrs. Ahuva Belsky
o Mrs. Yocheved Belsky
o Mrs. Cathy Bloomfield
o Mrs. Chaya Braun
o Mrs. Pnina Cohen
o Mr. Joe Dinya
o Mrs. Miriam Feigenbaum
o Mrs. Malky Freedman
o Mrs. Leah Jacobs
o Mrs. Sandy Kearns
o Mrs. Nechama Kutner
o Mrs. Rena Moskowitz

o Miss Tovah Mahalli
o Dr. Ryan Muckerheide
o Mrs. Hudy Neuman
o Ms. Kim Newmark
o Mr. Joe Nunemaker
o Mrs. Leslie Ostrander
o Mrs. Natalie Sanford
o Ms. Kaylee Scafe
o Mrs. Shira Schwarzmer
o Mrs. Amy Swoboda
o Mrs. Helen Wolf
o Ms. Riva Weinstock

Supplementary Staff

Mrs. E. Matita
Mrs. Oscherovitz

Additional Staff

o
o
o
o

Mrs. C. Matita
Ms. Rennert
Mrs. P. Sauber
Mrs. Schamovic

$4 per teacher
Student’s first and last name ______________________ Phone ______________
Total number of teachers ______

Amount enclosed $_______

Please drop off order at the main office
or the Yavne office before March 15th

PURIM
PURIM
CARDS
CARDS
benefitting

the Yosef Feigenbaum

Scholarship Fund
1 CARD FOR $3.00
20 CARDS FOR $50.00

AVAILABLE AT
HAC MAIN OFFICE
216.321.5838 ext.124

● OAKWOOD JR. HIGH
216.382.3300 ext. 310

●

OAKWOOD KDG.
216.382.3300 ext. 359

●

YAVNE H.S.
216.691.5838 ext.100

Raffle Drawing
March 10, 2019
at the Annual Scholarship
Tribute Dinner
Mazel tov to last year’s winner
M. Goldman!

Mazel Tov to our
Early Bird winners!
Rabbi and Mrs. Gruenebaum
$500 Heinen’s gift card
Dr. Eli Silver
$250 Freshko Foods gift card

WIN
t
f
e
l
s
y
a
t a few d

Jus

Tickets can be purchased
at www.hac1.org/raffle/

CASH!

For more information, please call
(216) 382-3300 ext. 364

Sponsored in part by the Millman family
Hwwb ivfv rat vjna wr ,c vbhr krgp bwwgk

Ticket Prices
45 - $1,000
20 - $500
12 - $360
5 - $180
4 - $150
3 - $120
1 - $50

Keep the flame of Torah burning in the hearts of over 1,200 children!

